Adaptation to COVID

COVID, energy and
climate change
– an island context

Presented by Gareth Davies, MD Aquatera, gareth.davies@aquatera.co.uk

Context
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• Over the last decade Orkney has been through an unprecedented sequence of
twists and turns that have had a profound influence upon the islands of Orkney
and their capacity to combat climate change.
• Whilst the pressures and justification for change have been growing it is the
present COVID crisis that has been an unforeseen game changer.
• This health threat led to governments, all over the world, doing something that
was unthinkable – they put their own and the wider world economy in second
place to other priorities.
• Whilst it may seem somewhat early to be thinking about how this COVID shock
may play out in terms of energy, this is also exactly the time when we need to be
thinking about such topics, if we are to influence the ‘new normal’ that emerges
after COVID.
• What have we learned over the last decade about decision making, vision and
leadership can help us better influence the outcomes arising from the COVID

What we are going to consider
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• What has just happened regards COVID (15 mins intro)
• What has that told us we want to leave behind and embrace? (10 mins Q&A)
• What new behaviours have we adopted? (5 mins plus 10 mins Q&A)
• Short break (5 mins @ 20:10)
• How are islands going to cope and flourish? (5 mins plus 10 mins Q&A)
• What will our future energy system look like? (5 mins plus 5 mins Q&A)
• What specific needs do you have for a new energy systems? (10 mins plus 5 mins Q&A)
• How can we best achieve this transition? (5 mins wrap-up)

2010’s – a decade of socio-economic and energy shocks
and achievements for Orkney
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Our current energy systems are
failing us
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carbon-full and climate changing
Excessive and inappropriate profiteering
Low affordability for poorest in society
Lack of efficiency incentive for better off
in society
Slow adoption of new approaches and
technologies
Inertia in vested interests
Outdated regulatory frameworks
Lack of strategic investment
Total focus on short term outcomes

‘OUR HOUSE IS BURNING’

•
•
•
•
•
•

Believe the un-believable
Imagine the un-imaginable
Thinking the un-thinkable
Plan the un-plannable
Do the un-doable
Achieve the un-achievable
THE STATUS QUO
IS NOT AN OPTION

COVID and climate change
• COVID is the largest climate experiment
that has ever taken place
• For the first time we can measure what
effects drastically reduced aviation,
industrial output, road transport etc can
have on atmospheric pollution and GHG
emissions
• Measures that were frankly unthinkable
even regionally or nationally have been
introduced and applied globally
• Global citizens have been asked and
required to behave in unforeseen ways
• The route to the money tree has been
found and the tree strongly shaken – no
one can pretend the tree doesn’t exist
anymore
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Health threats &
global mortality

Malnutrition
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COVID global
deaths to date (2/6) ~380,000

• COVID-19 has become a global
health threat
• BUT it is not the only global
health threat
• Mitigation of COVID-19 has had
a global economic impact
• Governments have
curtailed movement and
behaviour in an
unprecedented way
• Commerce has been
suspended across major
economic sectors
• The state is supporting
society monetarily as
never before

1

Level of mortality depends upon intensity of mitigation,
which in turn relates to level of economic impact

Annual number of deaths by cause (millions)
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Locational differences in responses
Responses depend upon
circumstances
• Onset timing different
• Pace of change different
• Level of dip different
• Recovery pattern different
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Changing ground mobility behaviours
• Where we go to
• Work, shops, school, leisure?

• When
• What time of day?

• How often
• Daily, weekly, monthly?

• What method
• Car, public transport, walk/cycle?

• At what distance
• 1km, 5km, 10km, regional, national

• How long does it take
• Less congestion
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Changing airborne mobility behaviours
• Recent strong growth
trends
• August/sept peak
• Xmas/New year dip
• 50% reduction due to
COVID – but only 50%
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Scale of COVID shock compared to climate emergency
imperative
• The COVID
pandemic and the
worlds response to
it may reduce CO2
emissions by
around 5 billion
tonnes or 15%,
could be more or
could be less (IEA
says 8%)
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Accelerating carbon action on the back of COVID
• The world needs to
use the modest but
decisive reduction in
CO2 emissions as a
kick-start to radical
and concerted
change, helping to
get on a pathway for
a 1.5 oC temperature
rise
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COVID influenced CO2 concentrations
• IEA predicts 8% reduction
in CO2 emissions in 2020
due to COVID
• Natural carbon absorption
predicted to be weaker (eg
bush fire damage)
• CO2 concentration will rise
by 2.4 ppm rather than 2.8
ppm
• Predicted 2020 CO2 peak
at 417 ppm will be highest
for at least ‘2 million’
years
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Links between climate change, energy and COVID
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• Long term policies have health and energy
consequences
• COVID response policies have both energy
and COVID consequences
•
•
•
•

Transport – reduced use
Buildings - altered patterns and distribution
Homes - altered patterns and distribution
Public facilities – reduced use

• Reduced demand lowers oil prices and
emissions
• Underlying health status influences survival
• New normal for health, energy and
sustainability
• More cycling and walking
• More home working
• Less flying

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to warmth/cooling
Activity and energy use
Behaviour and energy use
Wealth and energy use
Travel and transport choices
Purchasing and energy use
Public attitudes and expectations
Government breadth and ambition

Old and new world orders
• What do we want to leave behind
• Greed, selfishness, hate
• Disillusionment, disenfranchisement,
disengagement
• Centralisation, materialism,
unfettered capitalism
• Unaccountable authority,
incompetent responsibility,
unresponsive governance
• etc
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• What do we want to encourage and
embrace
• Caring, sharing, love, friendship,
welcome
• Engagement, involvement,
enthusiasm, appreciation of all
• Devolution to all practical levels,
valuing all kinds of value and
wellbeing, sustainability
• Competence, collaboration,
adaptability
• etc

1 Things for society to leave?
• Leave behind
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2 Things for society to embrace?
• Embrace
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Changes in behaviour

Post COVID societal outcomes
• Cause blame game
•
•
•
•

USA/China
Other international
UK
Scotland

• De-globalisation
• Redistribution of worth

• Valuing the low wage economy more

• First mover advantage

• Tech savy countries rising to the fore (eg
Iceland, Faroes)

• Moral vs economic leadership

• Voices to be listened to (eg New Zealand,
South Korea, Singapore etc)
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What would a COVID resilient community look like
• Start healthy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Report and check any illness – daily temperature and well being
Symptom/antibody/asymptomatic testing –periodic/random – wider health screening – monthly?
Contact tracing – need active tracing team
Re-establish and improve management of other health priorities (physical & mental) Eliminate poverty – universal citizen payment
Better housing – house refurbishment programme
Better lives – more exercise, less food and drink, less stress
Control movements to and from island
Monitor health of every visitor

• Stay healthy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social distancing everywhere
Better shelter outside, but with good air flow
Vehicles as bubbles – drive in services – serviced fueling
Touch free payments – accounts/cards
Take away excess doors, keep doors open, automatic doors
Shopping - Less product lines in shops – more space/similar to Argos shopping model
Greetings – dealing with hugs, kisses and handshakes – hand explosion
Masks – daily use, washed & reused – 10 masks each – personalised design
Public hand washing stations – touch free, paper towels/blowdry?
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What would an energy resilient community look like
• Increase resilience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy use monitoring – Smart metres
Screening for energy affordability issues
Energy transformation team – energy agency
Integrated energy system management
Eliminate poverty – universal citizen payment
Better housing – house refurbishment programme
Better lives – more exercise, less food and drink, less stress
Control and balance in goods imported to and from island
Monitor energy use locally, induced elsewhere and including
visitor emissions

• Stay resilient
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy efficiency everywhere
More and better shelter outside
Less individual vehicle based mobility
Smart energy accounting with transactions – energy budgeting
Automatic doors
Shopping - Less product lines in shops – more space/similar to
Argos shopping model

New post COVID personal behaviours?
Are we going to change the way we live?
• Greater trust in dealings
• Collective purchasing
• Socio distancing and greeting norms
• Stranger danger alert
• Less cash
• More structured shopping – one way, serviced supply of goods
• Online purchasing
• Vehicles restricted to 20 mph in all 30 mph zones
• Phone based travel app
• Acceptance of video conferencing
• Greater perception of health risks, heightened anxiety and fear
• Willingness to stay at home
• Participation in online events
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3 What new behaviours have you adopted ?
• What are you doing more of ?
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4 What new behaviours have you adopted ?
• What are doing less of ?
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Island attributes

Islands are different
They are:
• Geographically different
• Historically different
• Climatically different
• Culturally different
• Economically different
• Logistically different
• Politically different
Scottish Islands Bill
recognises this fact
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Different for health pandemic
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smaller populations, less density
More integrated communities
More traditional local family groupings
Collective camaraderie and commitment –
sense of community belonging
Knowing your neighbours
Easily restricted transportation
Dispersed surgeries
Small and modern community care units
Modern but restricted local facilities
Remote from major hospitals and ICU beds
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Different for energy
• Rich in energy resources
• High energy usage
• Additional energy needs- especially
for transport
• Remote from old energy systems
based upon coal, gas and
centralisation
• Relatively high levels of energy
poverty
• Inventive and adaptable energy
users
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Island attributes – pro’s and con’s
What attributes may help us through this
COVID & climate crisis
• Defined uniform jurisdiction boundaries
• Sometimes magnified concentration of
societal resources
• Strong community identity – willingness
to change/endure for the common good
• Multi-modal transport (air, sea, land)
• Open to trade and tourism
• Adaptability and capacity to change –
more used to life on the edge
• More in tune with environment
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What attributes may hinder us through this
COVID & climate crisis
• Scale of resources & perceived
importance
• Stretched individual roles
• Country responses and rules not
appropriate
• High vulnerability to travel restrictions
• Links by sea and air as well as/rather than
road
• Historically poor access to capital

5 Island attributes – pro’s
What PRO’s do islands like Orkney
have regards combatting climate
change
• List
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6 Island attributes – con’s
What CON’s do islands like Orkney
have regards combatting climate
change
• List
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Future energy systems

Creating an energy system for the future!
Time for a new approach, a new customer offering and investment opportunity...
Current (Utility) Offering

Area

ReFLEX Offering

Low

Customer trust

High

Widespread fuel poverty

Cost and affordability

Affordable – net reduction in fuel poverty

Maximum returns, institutional, global

Type of investors

Optimised for single energy vector
e.g. power only

System efficiency

Global and mix of supplies: nuclear,
fossil fuels and renewables

Sources of energy

Local and 100% renewable

Remote, call centre

Customer service

Local, shop/drop-in centre

Multiple suppliers and contractors,
uncertainty and confusion for customers

Product and service offering

One-stop shop, offering all
energy products and services

Customer initiated to choose supplier pro-active customers get best deals

Competition

Through competition amongst suppliers to
ReFLEX - all customers get best deal

Low & unpredictable, reliance on
single/very few products and services

Profitability

Still low but sustainable, risk mitigation
from multiple products and services

Impact optimised returns, ethical, local &
global
Optimised across all 3 energy vectors:
power, heat and transport

Delivering an integrated energy system

Outcomes

Initiators

Facilitators

Enablers

Energy linked service providers
Electricity
• Electrical infrastructure
• Electricity supply
• Electrical engineers

Transport
• Transport infrastructure
• Fuel supply
• Transport engineers

• Electrical appliances
• Electrical goods
• Batteries

• Vehicles, ships, planes
• Recreational mobility
• Fuel tanks

Heat
• Fuel supply infrastructure
• Fuel supply
• Heating engineers
• Heating appliances
• Heating & insulation aids
• Additional heating

• Shops and resellers
• Advisors

• Shops and resellers
• Sales people

• Shops and resellers
• Advisors

Wherever possible need to work with these existing businesses and add value, not
compete or replace them
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Add a footer

Energy linked services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital connectivity
Monitoring services
Health care services
Social care services
Food supply services
Entertainment services
Learning services
Security services
Well being services
Emergency resilience services
Accommodation services
Sociability services

Energy lies at the heart of society!
36
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7 What do you want from an energy system of the future ?
• What do you want?
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Energy future for Orkney

Orkney Energy Audit (2019 update)

Sankey diagram showing Orkney’s energy use by sector and end use in 2018 (GWh)

Household energy demand – post COVID
• More at home working
• Less daytime trough
• Recession - less money, less capital,
greater pressure on cost saving
• Greater wealth differentiation
• Less travel
• Less transport
• Much greater deliveries and ecommerce
• Much greater online activity
• Greater home entertaining
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Business energy demand
• Less facility, building and transport
demand due to closed premises
• Less facility, building and transport
demand due to lower activity
• Less space capacity for certain
activities and more for others due
to social distancing
• More delivery activity
• More e-commerce
• Greater demand in positive market
segments
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Customer value categories
Value category

Definition

Monetary value
Asset price

Contribution of overall estate worth

Development cost

Preparatory activities

Capital cost

Amount to buy and install system

Operational cost

Ongoing cost of service provision

Revenue potential

Capacity for offering a service to others

Technical value
Reliability

Consistency of service provided

Availability

Any inertia or barrier to use (eg sharing)

Capacity

Meeting growth of periodic peaks

Soft issues
Ownership

Sense of belonging, exerting influence

Community

Being part of something bigger & collective

Security

Assurance & privacy of the service

Aesthetics

Level of aspiration, like or desire

Overall
Sustainability

Alignment with SDG objectives
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Household & business value of energy
Household

Business

?
House itself
Appliances
Mobility
Heating
Recreation & leisure
Goods & services
Gardens
Wider system support
Customer support

?

Premises
Appliances
Mobility
Heating
Goods & services
Surrounds
Wider system support
Customer support
43

The major transport challenge
Short term over 500 new mobility
solutions need to be financed and
leased to customers
Over 5,000 required in longer term
if 50% redundancy is achieved
Considering pool ownership
model and introduction of
autonomous vehicles ASAP
Linked to smart
charging and V2G
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8 What are your key energy system needs ?
• What do you need ?
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COVID and Climate Change health links - WHO
The COVID-19 pandemic is a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC), which
has claimed lives, and severely disrupted
communities. Climate change is a gradually
increasing stress that may be the defining public
health threat of the 21st century. Nonetheless,
common lessons can be drawn:
• Ensuring universal health coverage
• An all-hazards approach to preparedness is
required.
• Reducing avoidable environmental risks (they
cause 25% of the global health burden.
• Early action saves lives and cost.
• Inequality is a major barrier in ensuring health
and wellbeing
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Public attitudes, regulation and change
• Examples of regulated change
•
•
•
•

Seatbelts
Smoking
Alcohol at sporting events
Plastic bags

• Examples of changing public opinion
•
•
•
•

Attenbourgh - Plastics
MeTo – sexual abuse
Farage/Johnston - EU – Brexit
IPCC – Gretta Tunberg - Climate Emergency

• How do we best make tings happen
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Possible local consequences
Regressive
• Orkney suffers disproportionately hard and long
economic depression

• Due to COVID shock people are less willing to
make changes in their lives
• Energy transition side-lined by other priorities
or
Progressive
• Orkney subject to a significant economic stimulus
package

• People realise this is the time for major social
and economic change
• Energy transition becomes an even greater focus
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Remember WHY we created ReFLEX
• The whole premise of ReFLEX is that our existing energy
systems are broken and unable to cope with the pressures and
demands of the Climate Emergency
• The status quo is not an option!

• New and different business models are needed to undertake
change for all (All meaning all in society and all places across
the world
• ReFLEX stands for RESPONSIVE FLEXIBILITY

•
•
•
•

Technically
Socially
Economically &
Environmentally

CLIMATE
CHANGE

COVID

• The COVID crisis has created a huge disruption to the global
economy and social priorities
• COVID links to the need for change, for more sustainable
solutions and spending any stimulus monies to address COVID
and climate change priorities
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ORKNEY - Delivering on Ambitious Targets
Factor

Now

2027-30

Renewables generation of electricity

120%

400%

250 MW

200 MW

Electricity demand

25MW

100MW

Energy storage & commoditisation
capacity

2 MW

100 MW

Energy export

20MW

200MW

10%

50%

60 MW

400MW

>60%

<20%

Jobs related to sustainable energy

300

600

Students studying energy in Orkney
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100

Total energy demand

Decarbonised energy use
Planned/installed capacity (within 50
nm)
Households in fuel poverty

When should we decarbonise, not
just electricity but the whole Orkney
energy system?
• UK 2050
• Scotland 2045
• Orkney 2030 ?.
•
•

ReFLEX project 2022 = 10%
ReFLEX Plus 2027 = 90%

Someone has to be first – Orkney has to be first!
This is our goal, our role, our destiny!

